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A landmark beacon on the hilltop as you travel past Ross, this amazing standout historic Gothic church is not merely a

building; it's a living testament to history, heritage, and the enduring spirit of a close-knit community.   Experience the

timeless charm of this Tasmanian treasure which, until recently, has previously been a place of worship but now, there's

the unique opportunity for you to become the new custodian of this unforgettable and beautifully preserved fine Gothic

architectural building; one of Tasmania's finest examples of the enduring craftsmanship of a bygone era dating back to

1882.  With its incredible scale, proportions and architectural features, and sitting on just over 7,220 sqm of land, the

zoning currently falls under 'Community Purpose' and offers exciting options for its future with Heritage Tasmania and

Council consultation.  An event venue, visitor centre or a gallery perhaps?  Ideas to explore with the relevant authorities

so that this incredible building becomes a "destination", adding to the existing local businesses already operating within

the Ross community.  With a main hall and private room at the rear, there are Permitted uses that could be explored along

with those that are Discretionary.Constructed with a captivating blend of sandstone and timber, the stunning timberwork

that graces the interior and the timeless elegance of vaulted Oregon pine ceilings are a true delight for architecture

enthusiasts and history buffs alike.   Polished floorboards through the majority of the building, an octagonal spire,

Tasmanian blackwood pews, gabled slate roof, Horton window and stained glass windows, this property will take take

your breath away when you walk inside! The church holds the distinction of being heritage-listed on the whole title,

preserving its historical and architectural significance for generations to come.   As you step inside beyond the entrance,

the sheer scale and proportions are incredible.  You'll also be enchanted by the two exquisite stained glass windows that

cast colorful, ethereal light onto the interior, creating an atmosphere of serenity, solitude and reverence.   Explore this

remarkable place and the township encapsulating it, to become immersed in the history and beauty that define this

cherished Tasmanian landmark.   This is a rare and unique opportunity to consider what may once have seemed like the

impossible...and make it possible here on the hilltop in beautiful, historic Ross.  PLEASE NOTE:  THERE ARE NO

BEDROOMS OR BATHROOMS AT THIS PROPERTY.   Unfortunately for internet loading purposes, these are required to

be uploaded on this website.


